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NESTED MICROGRID CONTROL SYSTEM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(e) from U.S. provisional

patent application number 62/492,680 filed on May 1, 2017, entitled "Nested Microgrid Control

System"; U.S. nonprovisional patent application number 15/665,657 filed on August 1, 2017,

entitled "Power Restoration in Nested Microgrids"; and U.S. nonprovisional patent application

number 15/655,378 filed on July 20, 2017, entitled "Fault Detection and Location in Nested

Microgrids" which are hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The present disclosure relates generally to fault detection and location control

systems for a power grid. Fault detection and isolation is crucial to maintaining a healthy power

grid. Extended exposure to fault currents can damage power grid components. The addition of

distributed energy resources (DERs) to the power grid necessitates new means of fault detection

and isolation. Whereas existing power grids with a radial distribution structure would only have

fault current flowing in one direction, a power grid with DERs may have fault currents flowing

in multiple directions from different power sources. Existing power grid control systems suffer

from a number of shortcomings and disadvantages. There remain unmet needs including

increasing fault responsiveness, increasing system reliability, and decreasing grid downtime. For

instance, the presence of fault currents from multiple power sources may cause current control

systems to misinterpret the magnitude and direction of fault current and therefore the location or

existence of a fault. Furthermore, inaccurate fault detection and isolation reduces the service life

of DERs. There is a significant need for the unique apparatuses, methods, systems and

techniques disclosed herein.

[0003] The present disclosure also relates generally to fault restoration control systems

for a power grid. Fault detection, isolation, and restoration is crucial to maintaining a healthy

power grid. The addition of distributed energy resources (DERs) to the power grid means

additional power sources are available for restoring healthy portions of the grid that are isolated

in response to a fault detection. DERs allow the power grid to be restructured to form a system of

microgrids, each capable of operating independently, if necessary. Existing power grid control



systems suffer from a number of shortcomings and disadvantages. There remain unmet needs

including increasing fault responsiveness, increasing system reliability, and decreasing grid

downtime. For instance, healthy portions of a microgrid isolated during a fault experience

unnecessary downtime while the fault is repaired. Instead, the healthy portion could be

connected to another microgrid with sufficient capacity to support the existing loads. There is a

significant need for the unique apparatuses, methods, systems and techniques disclosed herein.



DISCLOSURE OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

[0004] For the purposes of clearly, concisely and exactly describing non-limiting

exemplary embodiments of the disclosure, the manner and process of making and using the

same, and to enable the practice, making and use of the same, reference will now be made to

certain exemplary embodiments, including those illustrated in the figures, and specific language

will be used to describe the same. It shall nevertheless be understood that no limitation of the

scope of the present disclosure is thereby created, and that the present disclosure includes and

protects such alterations, modifications, and further applications of the exemplary embodiments

as would occur to one skilled in the art with the benefit of the present disclosure.

SUMMARY

[0005] Exemplary embodiments include unique systems, methods, techniques and

apparatuses for a microgrid control system. Further embodiments, forms, objects, features,

advantages, aspects and benefits of the disclosure shall become apparent from the following

description and drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] Fig. 1 illustrates an exemplary power grid.

[0007] Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary network controller.

[0008] Fig. 3 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary fault response process.

[0009] Fig. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary fault location identification process.

[0010] Fig. 5 is a table illustrating the topological designations used in the exemplary

fault location identification process illustrated in Fig. 4 .

[0011] Figs. 7-12 illustrate segment topologies and fault currents used in the exemplary

fault location identification process illustrated in Fig. 4 .

[0012] Fig. 13 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary recovery process.

[0013] Fig. 14 illustrates another exemplary power grid.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

[0014] With reference to Fig. 1 there is illustrated an exemplary electric power grid 100.

The illustrated power grid 100 is a utility grid including a plurality of interconnectable small

power system networks, also known as nested microgrids. Although grid 100 is illustrated with

a single line diagram, power grid 100 may be structured to transmit single phase or multiphase

power. It shall be appreciated that grid 100 may be implemented in a variety of applications,

including power transmission systems, power distribution systems, grid connected microgrids,

islanded nested microgrids, nanogrids, marine power systems, aeronautical power systems, and

land vehicle power systems, to name but a few examples. Although grid 100 is an alternating

current power systems, other embodiments may include direct current power systems, such as a

DC power distribution system. Furthermore, it shall be appreciated that the topology of grid 100

is illustrated for the purpose of explanation and is not intended as a limitation of the present

disclosure.

[0015] Grid 100 includes two primary electric power generators 101a, 101b, each

structured to generate and transmit high voltage alternating current (AC) power. Generator 101a

is coupled by way of a power transmission network to a substation including a transformer 103a.

Generator 101b is coupled by way of a power transmission network to a substation including a

transformer 103b. Transformer 103a is coupled to a first segment of a busbar 104a and

transformer 103b is coupled to a second segment of a busbar 104b. It shall be appreciated that

generators 101a and 101b represent one example of a power source within a utility grid not

controlled by any of the network controllers. The illustrated topology of the utility grid

connected to the nested microgrids of grid 100 is not intended as a limitation of the embodiment.

[0016] A circuit breaker 105 is coupled between busbar segments 104a and 104b. Circuit

breaker 105 is structured to selectively allow the flow of current between busbar segment 104a

and busbar segment 104b in response to an electrical fault condition within grid 100. A fault

condition may be a short circuit fault or an open circuit fault. In certain embodiments, circuit

breaker 105 includes an intelligent electronic device structured to measure electrical

characteristics of power flowing through circuit breaker 105 and determine a fault is occurring

using the measurements. In certain embodiments, circuit breaker 105 is structured to receive a

signal or measurements from a network controller indicating a fault is occurring within grid 101.

Circuit breaker 105 may be controlled remotely by a network controller. In other embodiments,



circuit breaker 105 may be replaced with another type of protection device. As illustrated,

breaker 105 is normally open. It shall be appreciated that any or all of the foregoing features of

circuit breaker 105 may also be present in the switches or other circuit breakers disclosed herein.

[0017] Grid 100 includes microgrids 110, 120, and 130. The microgrids of grid 100 are

arranged in a nested structure, meaning the microgrids can be connected to each other by closing

switching devices within grid 100. Microgrids 110 and 120 are medium voltage distribution

networks. Each microgrid is structured to receive power from an external power source, such as

generators 101a or 101b, but may also be disconnected from the rest of grid 100 and operate

independently using distributed energy resources (DERs) as power sources. Each of the DERs

include a controller structured to communicate with a network controller so as to transmit data

and receive commands. Each DER may be a photovoltaic system, a battery bank or other energy

storage device, a hydroelectric power source, a wind turbine system, a diesel generator, a natural

gas generator, or another system structured to transmit power to the microgrid. A DER may be

structured to limit output current to a percentage of nominal current output, such as 150% of

nominal current.

[0018] Microgrid 110 includes a protective relay 113, a plurality of circuit breakers 115,

a plurality of switches 117, and a plurality of DERs 119. Microgrid 110 is coupled to busbar

104a and microgrid 120. Specifically, a distribution line 112, also known as a feeder, is coupled

between busbar segment 104a and a tie switch 107. Circuit breaker 115a, also known as a feeder

breaker, is coupled to line 112. A protective relay 113 is operatively coupled to line 112 between

circuit breaker 115a and busbar 104a. Relay 113 is structured to measure electrical

characteristics, such as voltage and current, of the power flowing between busbar 104a and

circuit breaker 115a. In response to detecting a measurement in excess of a threshold value,

protective relay 113 transmits a fault detection signal. Relay 113 is structured to receive

commands from network controller 111 configured to modify settings of relay 113, such as

threshold values, also known as pickup values. It shall be appreciated that any or all of the

foregoing features of relay 113 may also be present in the other relays disclosed herein.

[0019] Switches 117a-d are coupled to line 112 between circuit breaker 115a and tie

switch 107. Each switch is structured to open and close so as to selectively disrupt the flow of

current through a portion of line 112. Each switch may also measure electrical characteristics of

line 112 and transmit measurements. For example, each switch may include an internal



directional fault indicator (DFI) structured to identify the direction of a fault current relative to

the switch and transmit a directional fault indication message. Each switch may communicate

with other devices, such as a network controller, using communication protocols such as IEC

61850 or D P 3.0, as discussed in more detail below. For example, each switch may transmit

analog and digital measurements to other devices of grid 100 and may receive open/close

commands from a network controller. In certain embodiments, each switch may be a circuit

breaker, a re-closer, a fault interrupter, a fault detector, or a tie-line breaker. It shall be

appreciated that any or all of the foregoing features of switches 117a-d may also be present in the

other switches or circuit breakers disclosed herein.

[0020] In certain embodiments, grid 100 may include a plurality of external (DFI) units.

Each DFI unit is structured to detect fault and overcurrent conditions and transmit data indicating

fault localization, such as the direction of a fault current. Each DFI may transmit the data to, or

receive commands from, a corresponding switch or a network controller of grid 100.

[0021] DER 119a is coupled to line 112 between switch 117a and 117b. Circuit breaker

115b is coupled between DER 119a and line 112. DER 119b is coupled to line 112 between

switch 117b and switch 117c. Circuit breaker 115c is coupled between DER 119b and line 112.

As illustrated, the circuit breakers and switches of microgrid 110 are normally closed. Tie switch

107 is normally open.

[0022] Microgrid 120 includes a protective relay 123, a plurality of circuit breakers 125,

a plurality of switches 127, and a plurality of DERs 129. Microgrid 120 is coupled to busbar

segment 104b and microgrid 110. Specifically, a distribution line 122 is coupled between busbar

segment 104b and tie switch 107. Circuit breaker 125a is coupled to line 122. A protective relay

123 is operatively coupled to line 122 between circuit breaker 125a and busbar segment 104b.

[0023] Switches 127a-d are coupled to line 122 between circuit breaker 125a and tie

switch 107. Each switch is structured to open and close so as to selectively disrupt the flow of

current through a portion of line 122. DER 129a is coupled to line 122 between switch 127a and

127b. Circuit breaker 125b is coupled between DER 129a and line 122. DER 129b is coupled to

line 122 between switch 127c and switch 127d. Circuit breaker 125c is coupled between DER

129b and line 122. As illustrated, the circuit breakers and switches of microgrid 120 are normally

closed.



[0024] Microgrid 130 is a low voltage distribution network coupled to microgrid 120 by

way of a normally closed circuit breaker 141 and a power transformer 143. A protective relay is

operatively coupled to transformer 143 and is structured to measure electrical characteristics of

the power flowing through transformer 143. Microgrid 130 includes two distribution lines 134,

136 coupled to a busbar 132. Microgrid 130 also includes a pair of protective relays 133, a

plurality of circuit breakers 135, a plurality of switches 137, and a DER 139.

[0025] Line 134 is coupled between busbar 132 and a tie switch 137d. Circuit breaker

135a is coupled to line 134. A protective relay 133a is operatively coupled to line 134 between

circuit breaker 135a and busbar 132. Switches 137a-c are coupled to line 134 between circuit

breaker 135a and tie switch 137d. Each switch is structured to open and close so as to selectively

disrupt the flow of current through a portion of line 134.

[0026] Line 136 is coupled between busbar 132 and a tie switch 137d. Circuit breaker

135b is coupled to line 136. A protective relay 133b is operatively coupled to line 136 between

circuit breaker 135b and busbar 132. Switches 137e-g are coupled to line 136 between circuit

breaker 135b and tie switch 137d. Each switch is structured to open and close so as to selectively

disrupt the flow of current through a portion of line 136. DER 139 is coupled to line 136 between

breaker 135b and 137e. Circuit breaker 135c is coupled between DER 139 and line 136. As

illustrated, the circuit breakers and switches of microgrid 120 are normally closed, with the

exception of tie switch 137d.

[0027] Microgrids 110, 120, and 130 include network controllers 111, 121, and 13 1,

respectively. Each network controller is structured to communicate with the protective relays,

circuit breakers, DERs, and switches of its respective microgrid. Each network controller is

structured to calculate the location of a fault without reconnecting healthy segments of the

microgrid to the fault during the fault location process. Thus, each network controller avoids

exposing a DER to a fault current when system voltages are out of range. For example, network

controller 111 is structured to receive measurements of electrical characteristics of microgrid

110, determine a fault is occurring within microgrid 110, open the point of interconnection (POI)

circuit breaker 115a, determine the location of the fault within microgrid 110, isolate the fault

from the healthy portion of the microgrid by opening the proximite switches, monitor the status

of the fault, and reconnect the healthy portion or portions of microgrid to available power

sources within microgrid 110 or within other neighboring microgrids. Network controller 111



does not require a full network model of grid 100 or short-circuit analysis capability. In certain

embodiments, one network controller may assume control of a second microgrid if another

network controller is malfunctioning. For example, network controller 111 may perform the

same functions described above with respect to microgrid 110 for microgrid 120 in response to

determining network controller 121 is malfunctioning. It shall be appreciated that any or all of

the foregoing features of grid 100 may also be present in the other power grid and power grid

components disclosed herein.

[0028] With respect to Fig. 2 there is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary

communication network 200. It shall be understood that the term network controller refers to a

variety of microgrid control system implementations and should not be construed as limited to a

particular implementation or device unless indicated to the contrary. Network 200 includes a

network controller 210 in communication with a plurality of external devices 220 including other

network controllers 221, remote controllable switches 223, protective relays 225, protection

devices 227, DERs 229, and controlled loads 231. The plurality of external devices 220 may

include any type of device that allows data to be transferred to or from network controller 210.

For example, the plurality of external devices 220 may include a sensor, a time synchronization

device, a mobile device, a reader device, equipment, a handheld computer, a diagnostic tool, a

controller, a computer, a server, a printer, a display, an alarm, a status indicator, a keyboard, a

mouse, or a touch screen display.

[0029] Network controller 210 includes an input/output device 2 11, a memory device

213, and a processing device 215. Input/output device 2 11 allows the network controller 210 to

communicate with the plurality of external devices 220 by way of a wired or wireless

communication channel. The data transferred between network controller 210 and devices 220

may be analog or digital. For example, input/output device 2 11 may be a network adapter,

network card, interface, or a port (e.g., a USB port, serial port, parallel port, an analog port, a

digital port, VGA, DVI, UDMI, FireWire, CAT 5, or any other type of port or interface) to name

but a few examples. Input/output device 210 may transfer between network controller 210 and

the plurality of external devices 220 by mapping data to one or more communication protocols

including, but not limited to, IEC 61850 protocols (sampled values (SV), generic object oriented

substation event (GOOSE), manufacturing message specification (MMS)); distributed network

protocol (DNP 3.0); Modbus; and IEC 60870 protocols. Input/output device 2 11 may be



comprised of hardware, software, and/or firmware. It is contemplated that input/output device

2 11 includes more than one of these adapters, cards, or ports.

[0030] Memory 213 may be of one or more types, such as solid-state, electromagnetic,

optical, or a combination of these forms. Furthermore, memory 213 may be volatile, nonvolatile,

or a combination of these types, and some or all of memory 213 may be portable, such as a disk,

tape, memory stick, or cartridge, to name but a few examples. In addition, memory 213 may

store data and programming instructions executable using processing device 215. For example,

memory 213 may store instructions that when executed by processing device 215 perform cyber

security functions, such as encrypting or authenticating data using IEC 62351 standards. The

instructions may also perform measurement retrieval functions, fault detection functions, fault

isolation functions, microgrid restoration functions, or time synchronization functions, to name

but a few examples.

[0031] Processing device 215 may be of a programmable type, a dedicated, hardwired

state machine, or a combination of these; and may further include multiple processors,

Arithmetic-Logic Units (ALUs), Central Processing Units (CPUs), Digital Signal Processors

(DSPs), Field-programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or the like. For forms of processing device

215 with multiple processing units, distributed, pipelined, and/or parallel processing may be

utilized as appropriate. Processing device 215 may be dedicated to performance of just the

operations described herein or may be utilized in one or more additional applications. In the

depicted form, processing device 215 is of a programmable variety that executes algorithms and

processes data in accordance with the programming instructions (such as software or firmware)

stored in memory 213. Processing device 215 may be comprised of one or more components of

any type suitable to process the signals received from input/output device 2 11 or elsewhere, and

provide desired output signals. Such components may include digital circuitry, analog circuitry,

or a combination of both.

[0032] With reference to Fig. 3, there is illustrated an exemplary process 300 for

operating a microgrid within a power grid. The following description of process 300 is made

with reference to microgrid 110 of power grid 100 illustrated in Fig. 1 . It is to be understood,

however, that process 300 may be used in combination with other forms of microgrids within

power grids, such as those described above with reference to Figs. 1, 6 and 14.



[0033] Process 300 begins at start operation 301 and proceeds to operation 303 where the

switching devices, DER controllers, and relay of micrognd 110 transmit data to network

controller 111 . The data may include voltage measurements, current measurements, and switch

status. Data may be transferred to network controller 111 in response to a request by network

controller 111 . Data may also be sent periodically, such as every 10 milliseconds. Data may also

be sent to network controller 111 in response to sudden changes in measurements, such as

sudden changes in current or voltage magnitude. Network controller 111 monitors microgrid 110

for fault conditions using the received data from the switches and relay. By using data from all

devices in microgrid 110, network controller 111 may detect a fault condition which could not be

detected by a single device.

[0034] Process 300 proceeds to conditional 305. So long as a fault is not occurring within

microgrid 110, Process returns to operation 303. Once a fault occurs, process 300 proceeds to

operation 307.

[0035] During operation 307, microgrid 110 detects and responds to a fault occurring

within microgrid 110. A fault may be detected by protective relay 113 or network controller 111 .

For example, a network controller 111 may use data from the DER controllers, such as a voltage

measurement exceeding a threshold value, to detect a fault within microgrid 110. In certain

embodiments, network controller 111 determines a fault is occurring by comparing the data

received in operation 303 with threshold values. In response to detecting a fault, network

controller 111 commands protective relay 113 to notify each switch within microgrid 110 by

transmitting a notification signal. Relay 113 also transmits a trip signal to POI circuit breaker

115a. In response to the trip signal, circuit breaker 115a may open to isolate microgrid 110

during the subsequent fault location sequence. In other embodiments, network controller 111

transmits a notification signal to each switch of microgrid 110.

[0036] Process 300 proceeds to operation 309 where the switches of microgrid 110

transmit directional fault indicator and post-fault measurements to network controller 111 or

another device within grid 100 in response to receiving the notification signal. The notification

signal may include circuit breaker status, protective relay voltage measurements, and protective

relay current measurements. The directional fault indicator identifies the direction of the current

flowing through the transmitting switch.



[0037] Process 300 proceeds to operation 311 where network controller 111 calculates

the location of the detected fault using the data transmitted in operation 309. Network controller

111 then isolates the fault by transmitting open commands to the proximate switches of

microgrid 110. Isolating the fault may create a healthy portion of microgrid 110 that is no longer

connected to the utility grid, also known as an island. The process of calculating the fault

location is described in more detail below.

[0038] Process 300 proceeds to operation 313 where DERs located in the isolated fault

portion of microgrid 110 are isolated from the fault. If the DER has not detected a fault due to

low fault current, network controller 111 isolates any DER operating within the isolated faulted

portion of microgrid 110 by transmitting an open command to the circuit breaker corresponding

to the DER. The open command may be transmitted using a GOOSE communication protocol.

[0039] Once the fault is isolated from the healthy portions of grid 100, process 300

attempts to connect any islanded portion of microgrid 110 to another microgrid of grid 100 in

order to reduce the effect of fault isolation on loads receiving power from microgrid 110. The

portion of process 300 concerning reconnecting islanded portions of microgrid 110 to grid 100

begins when process 300 proceeds to operation 315.

[0040] During operation 315, network controller 111 reconnects a portion of microgrid

110 to grid 100 by closing circuit breaker 115a, provided the fault is not located in the segment

of line 112 directly coupled with circuit breaker 115a.

[0041] Process 300 proceeds to operation 317 where the viability of any islanded portion

of microgrid 110 is evaluated by network controller 111 . Specifically, network controller 111

calculates the aggregated power generation of the DERs within the islanded portion of microgrid

110 and the aggregated power demand of the loads within the islanded portion of microgrid 110.

[0042] Process proceeds to conditional 319 where the calculated values from operation

317 are compared. If the aggregated power generation exceeds the aggregated power demand,

process 300 proceeds to conditional 321. Otherwise, process 300 proceeds to conditional 323.

[0043] At conditional 321, network controller 111 determines whether the DERs of the

islanded portion of microgrid 110 can support the loads of the islanded portion of microgrid 110.

This analysis may include determining the current power output and the maximum power output

of each DER. For instance, a battery energy may be charging, but is capable of outputting

sufficient power to support the loads. In another example, a DER, such as a hydroelectric DER



could be controlled so as to increase power output. If the DERs can support the loads of the

island, the island operates independently of the power grid and process 300 proceeds to operation

335 where a field crew is dispatched to the physical location of the fault location for total system

restoration. Otherwise, process 300 proceeds to conditional 323.

[0044] At conditional 323, network controller 111 communicates with the other network

controllers of grid 100 to determine whether the islanded portion of micrognd 110 can be

connected to one of the other microgrids. If one or more of the other microgrids has sufficient

excess power capacity to provide power to the islanded portion of microgrid 110, process 300

proceeds to conditional 329. Otherwise, process 300 proceeds to 325.

[0045] During operation 325, network controller 111 identifies critical loads in the

islanded portion of microgrid 110 and attempts to restore the critical loads by connecting the

critical loads to another microgrid of grid 100 through partial load shedding or load shedding. A

load may be classified as critical or non-critical by a system operator. When transferring the

critical loads to another microgrid, any DER in the island is synchronized to the frequency and

phase angle of the other microgrid by network controller 111. Operation 325 is described in more

detail below.

[0046] Process 300 proceeds from operation 325 to operation 327 where any DER within

the islanded portion of microgrid 110 unable to support a load is disconnected by opening a

corresponding circuit breaker. Process 300 proceeds from operation 327 to operation 335.

[0047] At conditional 329, network controller 111 determines whether any DERs are

operating within the island of microgrid 110. If so, process 300 proceeds to operation 333 where

the DERs are synchronized with other microgrids of grid 100 and the island is connected to

another microgrid of grid 100. Process 300 then proceeds from operation 333 to operation 335.

[0048] If no DERs are operating within the islanded portion of microgrid 110, process

300 proceeds from conditional 329 to operation 33 1 where network controller 111 connects the

island of microgrid 110 to another microgrid of grid 100. Process 300 then proceeds to operation

335. Process 300 proceeds from operation 335 to end operation 337.

[0049] It shall be further appreciated that a number of variations and modifications to

process 300 are contemplated including, for example, the omission of one or more aspects of

process 300, the addition of further conditionals and operations and/or the reorganization or

separation of operations and conditionals into separate processes.



[0050] With reference to Fig. 4, there is illustrated an exemplary process 400 for locating

and isolating a fault within a microgrid. The following description of process 400 is made with

reference to microgrid 110 of power grid 100 illustrated in Fig. 1. It is to be understood,

however, that process 400 may be used in combination with other forms of microgrids within

power grids, such as those described above with reference to Figs. 1, 6, and 14.

[0051] Process 400 begins at start operation 401 and proceeds to operation 403 where

network controller 111 receives measurements of electrical characteristics of microgrid 110. The

measurements may be sent by all switching devices and DER controllers of microgrid 110. The

measurements may include switch open/close status, current magnitudes, and current direction,

to name but a few examples. Each switching device may send measurements periodically or in

response to a request from network controller 111 . Each switching device may also transmit

measurements in response to detecting sudden changes in current direction or magnitude.

[0052] Process 400 proceeds to conditional 405. If a fault is occurring in microgrid 110,

process 400 proceeds to operation 407 where network controller 111 opens POI circuit breaker

115a and begins locating the fault by identifying topological and proximity classifications for

each distribution line segment of microgrid 110. Otherwise, process 400 returns to operation 403

from conditional 405.

[0053] With reference to Fig. 5 there is a table 500 illustrating the exemplary topological

classifications for each segment of microgrid 110. Each portion of line 112 divided by two

devices, such as a switch or a circuit breaker, is considered a segment of microgrid 110. Each

segment is classified based on the components coupled to the segment. For example, the segment

connecting microgrid 110 to the power grid during normal operation is classified as type 1 . A

segment with a coupled DER is classified as type 2 . A segment with a coupled load or no

coupled devices is classified as type 3 . A segment with a coupled load and DER is classified as

type 4 . A segment with a transformer is classified as type 5 . The topological classification for

each segment may change dynamically. For example, a battery bank may transition from a

discharging state to a charging state. In this case, the battery bank transitions from a DER to a

load, causing the topological classification of the coupled segment to change from a type 2 to a

type 3 . In another example, a DER may be disconnected from a segment with a load, causing the

topological classification of the associated segment to change from a type 4 to a type 3 .



[0054] With respect to Fig. 6 there is an exemplary power system 600 illustrating

proximity classifications. Power system 600 includes a distribution line 625 coupled between a

primary power generator 627 and an open tie switch 618. Circuit breaker 6 11 and switches 612-

617 are coupled to line 625 forming a plurality of line segments. The topological classification

for each segment is identified above the segment. The segment between circuit breaker 6 11 and

switch 612 is type 1 since it is not coupled to a load or a DER and is the closest segment to grid

627. The segment between switch 612 and switch 613 is type 2 since DER 619a is coupled to

the segment. The segment between switch 613 and switch 614 is type 3 since load 621a is

coupled to the segment. The segment between switch 614 and switch 615 is type 2 since DER

619b is coupled to the segment. The segment between switch 615 and switch 616 is type 3 since

load 621b is coupled to the segment. The segment between switch 616 and switch 617 is type 4

since DER 619c and load 621c is coupled to the segment. The segment between switch 617 and

switch 618 is type 3 since load 62 Id is coupled to the segment.

[0055] In addition to a topological classification, each segment receives a proximity

classification. Boxes 601 and 603 illustrate the process for receiving a proximity classification.

The purpose of the proximity classification is to identify the possible directions from which a

fault current from a power source may enter a segment. For example, box 601 illustrates that

current may enter each segment moving away from a designated point of interconnection (POI),

such as circuit breaker 6 11, since the primary power generator 627 may provide power to each

segment through circuit breaker 6 11 . The POI represents the portion of the microgrid directly

connected to the utility grid. It is important to note that if a second segment of line 625 were

coupled to open switch 618, the segment would not be able to receive a fault current from the

POI. Box 603 illustrates that some segments may receive fault current moving towards the POI

by virtue of DERs 619a-619c. For example, each segment between circuit breaker 6 11 and

switch 617 may receive a fault current from DER 619c. However, the segment between switches

617 and 618 cannot receive a fault current moving toward the POI. Each segment which can

receive a fault current from either direction is classified as type 1 . For grid connected microgrids,

such as system 600, each segment which can only receive fault current moving away from the

POI is classified as type 2 . In other embodiments, where system 600 is operating as an island, the

POI is not relevant. Therefore, each segment which can only receive fault current in one

direction is classified as type 2 or type 3, depending on the direction of the fault current with



respect to a reference point. For example, a segment which can receive fault current from the left

may be a type 2, while another segment which can only receive fault current from the right may

be a type 3 .

[0056] Throughout this disclosure, the topological classification and proximity

classification of each segment may be represented as "type Z-Y", where "Z" represents the

topological classification and "Y" represents the proximity classification. It shall be understood

that "Z" may be used as a placeholder to mean any type of topological classification, "Y" may be

used as a placeholder to mean any type of proximity classification, and "type X" may be used to

represent any sequence of line segments including no line segments. In some instances, "Type Z"

may represent a segment with any type of proximity classification. For example, a segment

classified as type Z-l is a segment of any topological arrangement in which fault current may

enter the segment moving towards and moving away from the POL

[0057] With continuing reference to Fig. 4, once the segments of microgrid 110 are

assigned topological and proximity classifications, network controller 111 identifies all segments

of type Z-l for analysis. Process 400 proceeds to conditional 409 where network controller 111

identifies any type Z-l segments in which post fault current is entering the segment in both

directions.

[0058] With reference to Fig. 7 there is illustrated a segment 700 of type Z-l before and

during a fault condition. As shown by segment 701, current is moving through the segment

before a fault is detected. However, as shown by segment 703, current is moving out of the

segment during a fault condition. In response to the observed current in switches coupled to

segment 703, no switching action will be taken by a network controller.

[0059] With reference to Fig. 9 there is illustrated a line segment 900 of type Z-l before

and during a fault condition. Before a fault condition, current flows through segment 900 as

illustrated by segment 901a. During a fault condition, current flows into segment 900 from both

directions as illustrated by segment 901b. Since current is flowing into segment 900 from both

directions during a fault, network controller will open switching elements on either side of the

segment to isolate the fault from the rest of the microgrid.

[0060] With continuing reference to Figs. 4 and 9, if a line segment such as line segment

900 in Fig. 9 is identified by conditional 409 of Fig. 4, process 400 proceeds to operation 4 11

where the fault is isolated by opening both switching elements on either side of the line segment.



Process 400 proceeds to end operation 441. If all line segments of microgrid 110 of type Z-1 do

not have fault current entering the segment from both sides, such as segment 700 of Fig. 7,

process 400 proceeds to operation 413.

[0061] During operation 413, network controller 111 identifies the segment at the end or

ends of the distribution line. Process 400 proceeds to conditional 415 where network controller

111 analyzes the direction of the post-fault current.

[0062] With reference to Fig. 8 there is illustrated two line segments 800 located at the

end of a distribution line before and during a fault condition. Segment 801a and 803a of type Z-2

illustrates one segment receiving current before a fault condition and outputting current during a

fault condition. Segment 801b and 803b of type Z-3 illustrates current flowing into a segment

before a fault condition and flowing out of current during a fault condition. Since current is

flowing out of the segment during a fault condition, no switching action will be taken by the

network controller.

[0063] With reference to Fig. 10 there is illustrated a line segment 1000 of type 4-2

located at the end of a distribution line in which current is entering the line segment during a

fault condition. Line segment 1000 may also be of type 2-2. Network controller will isolate

segment 1000 by opening the closed switch since the topological classification is type 2/type 4,

the segment is located at the end of the distribution line, and current is entering segment 1000

during a fault condition.

[0064] With continuing reference to Fig. 4, for each line segment identified in operation

413, if the post-fault current is leaving the line segment, such as segments 803a and 803b of Fig.

8, process 400 proceeds to operation 421. Otherwise, process 400 proceeds to conditional 417.

[0065] At conditional 417, if the segment is of the type 2-2 or type 4-2, such as line

segment 1000 of Fig. 10, process 400 proceeds to operation 419 where the switch connecting the

end segment to the other portion of the distribution line is opened, isolating the fault in the end of

the distribution line. Process 400 proceeds to end operation 441. At conditional 417, if none of

the end segments are of the type 2-2 or type 4-2, process 400 proceeds to operation 421.

[0066] During operation 421, network controller 111 identifies all line segments not at

the end of the distribution line or type Z-1. Process 400 then proceeds to operations 423, 425,

429, and 433.



[0067] With reference to Fig. 11 there is illustrated a first plurality of line segments 1110

including a line segment of type 2, a line segment of type 3-2, and a placeholder segment "X"

which includes only load segments. Fig. 11 also illustrates a second plurality of line segments

1120 including a placeholder segment "X" which includes only load segments, a line segment of

type 3-3, and a line segment of type 2 . If a fault is not located in a type Z-l segment, network

controller 111 will open the switch between the line segment with a DER and the first line

segment of type 3-Y.

[0068] With reference to Fig. 12 there is illustrated a first plurality of line segments 1210

including a line segment of type Z, a line segment of type 4-2 or type 2-2, and a line segment

placeholder "X" including only load segments. Fig. 12 also illustrates a second plurality of line

segments 1220 including a line segment placeholder "X" including only load segments, a line

segment of type 2-3 or type 4-3, and a line segment of type Z . If a fault is not located in a type Z-

1 segment, network controller 111 will open the switch between the line segment "Z" and line

segment type 2-Y or type 4-Y. Network controller 111 will monitor the isolated DER. If the

voltage or frequency of the DER does not collapse, network controller will reconnect the line

segment since the previous switching action incorrectly identified the location of the fault.

[0069] With continuing reference to Fig. 4, for operation 421 to operation 423, if the

group or groups identified in operation 421 includes a sequence of type Z/type 2-2/type X, as

illustrated in Fig. 12, process 400 proceeds to operation 427. For operation 423, if the group or

groups identified in operation 421 include a sequence of type Z/type 4-2/type X, as illustrated in

Fig. 12, process 400 proceeds to operation 427.

[0070] Process 400 also proceeds from operation 421 to operation 429. If the group or

groups identified in operation 421 includes one of the following sequences, as illustrated in Fig.

11, process 400 proceeds to operation 43 1: type 2-2/type 3-2/type X or type 4-2/type 3-2/type X .

[0071] For operation 433, network controller 111 identifies group or groups identified in

operation 421 with sequence type 3/type3-2/type X, or all segments near the end of the

distribution line with no DERs. For this group or groups, process 400 proceeds to operation 435

where no switching action is taken. Process 400 then proceeds to end operation 441.

[0072] During operation 43 1, network controller 111 opens the switch between the first

and second segments of the sequence, so as to separate the segment with the DER from the

segment with only a load.



[0073] During operation 427, network controller 111 opens the switch between the first

and second segments of the sequence, so as to isolate the segment with the DER farthest from the

POL Process 400 then proceeds to conditional 437 where the voltage and frequency output of the

DER islanded in operation 427 is monitored. If the voltage and frequency are not collapsing,

process 400 proceeds to operation 439 where DER segment is reconnected to the adjacent

segment. Otherwise, process 400 proceeds to end operation 441.

[0074] For the purposes of illustrating process 400, assume network controller 111 is

monitoring microgrid 110 of Fig. 1 while a fault occurs in the line segment between switch 117b

and switch 117c. Process 400 proceeds from start operation 401 to operation 403 where network

controller 111 receives measurements indicating a fault is occurring in microgrid 110. Process

400 proceeds to conditional 405 where network controller 111 detects a fault using the

measurements received during operation 403. Process 400 proceeds to operation 407 where

network controller 111 identifies the line segment between breaker 115a and switch 117a, as

well as the line segment between switch 117a and switch 117b as type Z-l. Process 400 proceeds

to conditional 409 where network controller 111 determines none of the type Z-l segments have

current entering from both directions. Process proceeds to operation 413 where network

controller 111 identifies the line segment between switch 117d and tie-line switch 107 as the end

of the distribution line. Process proceeds to conditional 415 where network controller 111

determines the current is flowing into the segments. Process 400 proceeds to conditional 417

where network controller 111 determines the line segment between switch 117d and tie-line

switch 107 is not coupled to a DER. Process 400 proceeds to operation 421 where network

controller 111 identifies the line segments between the following switches as type Z-2: 117b and

117c, 117c and 117d, and 117d and 107. Process 400 proceeds to operations 423, 425, 429, and

433 where the group of line segments is analyzed. During operation 423, network controller 111

identifies the line segment between switch 117b and 117c as type 2-2, and the line segment

between switches 117a and 117b as type Z . Process 400 proceeds to operation 427 where switch

117b is opened. Process 400 then proceeds to conditional 437 where network controller 111

determines the voltage and frequency of the DER is collapsing. Before proceeding to end

operation 441, network controller 11 1 opens breaker 115c to isolate DER 119 b from the fault.

[0075] During operation 425, network controller 111 does not identify a line segment of

type 4-2 so no switching action is taken in response to operation 425. During operation 429,



network controller 1 1 1 identifies the line segment between switches 117b and 117c as type 2,

and the line segments between switches 117c and 117d as type 3-2. Process 400 proceeds to

operation 431 where network controller 111 opens switch 117c thus isolating the load segments

from the last DER. Process 400 proceeds to end operation 441.

[0076] During operation 433, network controller 111 identifies the line segment between

switches 117c and 117d as type 3 and the lines segment between switches 117d and 107 as type

3-2. Process proceeds to operation 435, where no switching action is taken, since switches 117d

and 107 are not proximate to the fault. Process 400 proceeds to end operation 441.

[0077] During process 400, switch 117b was opened during operation 427 and switch

117c was opened during operation 43 1. Observing the DER coupled to the isolated segment

confirmed the location of the fault. Process 400 identified the location of the fault as being

between switches 117b and 117c.

[0078] It shall be further appreciated that a number of variations and modifications to

process 400 are contemplated including, for example, the omission of one or more aspects of

process 400, the addition of further conditionals and operations and/or the reorganization or

separation of operations and conditionals into separate processes.

[0079] With reference to Fig. 13, there is illustrated an exemplary process 1300 for

restoring an islanded portion of a microgrid within a power grid. The following description of

process 1300 is made with reference to microgrid 1410 of power grid 1400 illustrated in Fig. 14.

It is to be understood, however, that process 1300 may be used in combination with other forms

of microgrids within power grids, such as those described above with reference to Figs. 1, 6, and

14.

[0080] Process 1300 begins at start operation 1301 and proceeds to operation 1303 where

network controller 141 1 receives measurements from devices of microgrid 1410 and generates a

model of microgrid 1410 using the measurements which represents values such as, but not

limited to, load and DER location, line impedance, and current circuit breaker status. In certain

embodiments, the model is a graph network model. In certain embodiments, network controller

141 1 shares the generated model of microgrid 1410 with the other network controllers in case

network controller 141 1 malfunctions and one of the other network controllers must operate

microgrid 1410 as a backup controller.



[0081] Process 1300 proceeds to operation 1305 where network controller 141 1 detects,

locates, and isolates a fault in the microgrid 1410. Process 1300 proceeds to conditional 1307

where network controller 141 1 identifies any island within the faulted microgrid 1410 created by

the isolation functions of operation 1305. If operation 1305 has not created an island, process

1300 proceeds to end operation 1327.

[0082] If operation 1305 creates an island, process 1300 proceeds to conditional 1309

where the total power generation of the DERs within the island are compared to the total power

demand of the loads of the island. If the total power generation exceeds the total power demand,

process 1300 proceeds from conditional 1309 to conditional 13 11. If the total power generation

does not exceed the total power demand, process 1300 proceeds to operation 1313.

[0083] At conditional 131 1, network controller 141 1 determines whether the island is

stable. For example, network controller 141 1 compares bus voltages and line currents of the

island to acceptable ranges so as to determine whether the island is stable. In certain

embodiments, stability analysis includes determining whether unsafe power swings or further

cascading collapse would occur if the island were connected to a healthy microgrid. If the island

is stable, process 1300 proceeds to end operation 1327 and the island operates independently.

[0084] If the island is not stable, process 1300 proceeds to operation 1313 where network

controller 141 1 attempts to identify another microgrid to connect to the island in order to restore

the island to normal operation. When network controller 141 1 identifies more than one microgrid

to be coupled, network controller 1411 is structured to determine the optimal microgrid to

connect to the island, including DERs and loads, using a weighted shortest path restoration

algorithm. The algorithm takes into consideration voltage profiles of the healthy microgrids and

estimates possible voltage drops and current flow in the event the healthy microgrid were

connected to the island. The addition of the disrupted loads during restoration may cause bus

voltages to sag even further leading to undervoltage issues. The algorithm therefore, seeks to

identify the particular microgrid with the higher per unit voltage at the end of its distribution line.

[0085] Network controller 141 1 begins by receiving data from other network controllers

1421, 1431, and 1441. The data may include available power capacity, output voltage of the

closest bus to the island, and line impedance between the microgrid and the island. Network

controller 141 1 calculates a weighting factor of each restoration path from the island to the

microgrid using the following formula where WMGi is the calculated weight from the island to



the i-th microgrid, V B is the output voltage of the i-th microgrid, and Z - is the impedance

of the restoration path between the i-th microgrid and the island.

[0086] Network controller 1411 determines the optimal restoration path by comparing

the weighting factors. Using graph theory, network controller 141 1 may determine the shortest

weighted path for island restoration. In certain embodiments, network controller 141 1 uses

Dijkstra's algorithm to calculate the optimal restoration path. Dijkstra's algorithm is based on

identifying a path for restoration having the least non-negative weight.

[0087] If network controller 141 1 cannot connect the entire island to another microgrid,

network controller 141 1 then attempts to connect the critical loads of the island to another

microgrid by shedding the non-critical loads of the island. Network controller 141 1 identifies

loads within the island designated as critical loads. A load may be directly designated as a

critical load by a user or may be indirectly designated as a critical load by applying a set of rules

to characteristics of loads in order to identify high priority loads. In certain embodiments,

multiple classification levels may be used to designated the importance of a load with critical

load and non-critical load being broken down into a spectrum of classifications.

[0088] If network controller 141 1 has found any microgrid with excess power capacity

greater than the power demand of the island, network controller 141 1 will perform stability

analysis, such as the analysis described with respect to conditional 131 1 .

[0089] Process 1300 proceeds to conditional 1315 where network controller 141 1

determines whether the island can be connected to another microgrid using the analysis

performed in operation 1313. If a connection solution is found, process 1300 proceeds to

operation 1317 where the solution is executed and the island is restored. Process 1300 proceeds

to end operation 1327.

[0090] If no connection solution is found, process 1300 proceeds from conditional 1315

to operation 1319, where network controller 141 1 attempts to connect the island to another

microgrid by shedding non-critical loads in the other microgrid. Operation 1319 also includes

performing the weighted shortest path restoration algorithm described with respect to operation

1313 as well as performing stability analysis.



[0091] Process 1300 proceeds to conditional 1321 where network controller 141 1

determines whether the island can be connected to another microgrid using the analysis

performed in operation 1319. If network controller 1 1 1 identifies a solution, process 1300

proceeds to operation 1325 where the solution is executed and the critical loads of the island and

microgrid are powered. If a solution cannot be found, process 1300 proceeds from conditional

1321 to operation 1323, where the island is not reconnected. Process 1300 proceeds to end

operation 1327.

[0092] It shall be further appreciated that a number of variations and modifications to

process 1300 are contemplated including, for example, the omission of one or more aspects of

process 1300, the addition of further conditionals and operations and/or the reorganization or

separation of operations and conditionals into separate processes.

[0093] With reference to Fig. 14 there is an exemplary power grid 1400 in normal

operation before responding to a fault condition 1450. Power grid 1400 includes a plurality of

microgrids. Each of microgrids 1410, 1420, 1430, and 1440 includes a network controller 141 1,

1421, 1431, and 1441 respectively. Each of microgrids 1410, 1420, 1430, and 1440 includes a

bus 1413, 1423, 1433, and 1443 respectively. Microgrid 1420 is connectable to microgrid 1410

by way of a circuit breaker 1460. Microgrid 1430 is connectable to microgrid 1410 by way of a

circuit breaker 1470. Microgrid 1440 is connectable to microgrid 1410 by way of a circuit

breaker 1480.

[0094] For the purpose of illustrating process 1300 of Fig. 13 using grid 1400 of Fig. 14,

consider the following example where a fault 1450 has occurred. Process 1300 begins at start

operation 1301 and proceeds to operation 1303 where network controller 141 1 receives

measurements from measurement devices of microgrid 1410 coupled to primary power source

1417. Process 1300 proceeds to operation 1305 where fault 1450 is isolated by opening circuit

breakers 1415 and 1419. Process 1300 proceeds to conditional 1307 which determines an island,

including the portion of the distribution line and all coupled DERs and loads between breaker

1415 and bus 1413, was created during the fault isolation operation. While the fault is being

cleared, the island would normally be inactive. The time duration of restoration can be long

depending on the extent of the damage and the availability of field crew personnel. If the

duration of the outage is too long, utilities may be penalized in the form of fines or reduced



reliability indices. Instead of waiting for a fault clearance to reconnect the island, process 1300

attempts to self-heal, or connect the island to one of the adjacent microgrids.

[0095] Process 1300 proceeds to conditional 1309, which determines the power

generated by the DER of the island is less than the power demand of a critical load 1412 and

non-critical loads 1414 within the island. Process 1300 proceeds to operation 1313 where

network controller 141 1 determines whether microgrids 1420, 1430, or 1440 could be connected

to the island in order to restore the island. Assuming microgrids 1420, 1430, or 1440 have excess

capacity greater than the total power demand of the island, operation 1313 considers the output

voltages of the microgrids as well as the estimated voltage drop between the microgrid and the

island. Network controller 141 1 calculates the weighting factor for each possible restoration path

using equation (1), output voltages obtained from the other network controllers, and estimated

impedance values. The restoration path corresponding to the smallest weighting factor is the

optimal restoration path. Operation 1313 identifies the optimal restoration path as the path

between microgrid 1440 and the island; however the island may only be connected to microgrid

1440 if non-critical loads 1414 are shed before connecting the island and microgrid 1440.

Stability analysis indicates connecting the island to microgrid 1440 would be unsafe.

[0096] Process 1300 proceeds to conditional 1315 before proceeding to operation 1319.

During operation 1319, network controller 141 1 receives information regarding load

classifications from the other network controllers. Network controller 141 1 again uses the

weighted shortest path algorithm to determine the optimal restoration path, but this time factors

in shedding non-critical loads in the healthy microgrids and the island. Operation 139 identifies

the restoration path between microgrid 1430 and the island as the optimal restoration path.

Process 1300 proceeds to conditional 1321 where network controller determines the optimal

restoration path is a feasible solution. Process 1300 proceeds to operation 1325 where circuit

breaker 1470 is closed to connect microgrid 1430 to the island, restoring the island before field

crew personnel clear fault 1450.

[0097] Further written description of a number of exemplary embodiments shall now be

provided. One embodiment is a microgrid comprising a plurality of switching devices; a plurality

of distribution line segments, each distribution line segment coupled to at least one switching

device of the plurality of switching devices; a plurality of measuring devices, each measuring

device corresponding to one of the plurality of switching devices; and at least one distributed



energy resource (DER) coupled to one of the plurality of distribution line segments; a network

controller configured to receive measurements from the plurality of measurement devices,

determine a fault is occurring within the microgrid using the measurements, assign a topology

classification to each of the plurality of distribution line segments based on whether a load or a

DER is coupled to the distribution line segment following the determining a fault is occurring,

assign a proximity classification to each of the plurality of distribution line segments based on

whether a fault current may flow through the distribution line segment in one direction or two

directions following the determining a fault is occurring, determine fault location using the

topology classification and the proximity classification, and isolate the fault by transmitting open

commands at least one of the plurality of switching devices closest to the fault.

[0098] In certain forms of the foregoing microgrid, each of the plurality of measuring

devices comprises a directional fault indicator. In certain forms, each of the plurality of

measuring devices is incorporated into a corresponding switch of the plurality of switching

devices. In certain forms, the network controller is configured to receive measurements including

an open/close switch status for each of the plurality of switching devices. In certain forms, the

network controller is configured to assign a topological classification by determining an

operational status of each DER coupled to the distribution line. In certain forms, the network

controller is configured to classify each of the plurality of distribution line segments based on

whether a load or a DER is coupled to the distribution line segment includes classifying a line

segment as having neither a coupled load nor a coupled DER. In certain forms, the network

controller determines the location of the fault within a line segment with a proximity

classification indicating fault current may flow into the line segment from two directions by

determining fault current is flowing into the line segment in two directions. In certain forms, the

network controller assigns a topological classification to one distribution line segment of the

plurality of distribution line segments indicating a DER is coupled to the distribution line

segment and the distribution line segment is only coupled to one distribution line segment by

way of one switching device of the plurality of switching devices, and wherein the network

controller isolates the fault by opening the one switching device in response to determining

current is flowing into the one line segment of the plurality of line segments. In certain forms,

the network controller determines the proximity classifications of a portion of the plurality of

distribution line segments indicate fault current may flow through the portion of the plurality of



distribution line segments in one direction, determines one topology classification of the portion

of the plurality of distribution line segments indicates a DER is coupled to one of the distribution

lines segments of the portion, and opens the switching device between the distribution line

segment coupled to the DER and the remaining distribution line segments of the portion of the

plurality of distribution line segments. In certain forms, the network controller is configured to

receive measurements from a portion of the plurality of switching devices corresponding to a

power output of the DER coupled to the one of the distribution lines segments of the portion, and

close the switching device between the distribution line segment coupled to the DER and the

remaining distribution line segments of the portion of the plurality of distribution line segments

in response to determining a voltage or power frequency of the power output of the DER is not

collapsing. In certain forms, the network controller determines the proximity classifications of a

portion of the plurality of distribution line segments indicates fault current may flow through the

portion of plurality of distribution line segments in one direction, determines one topology

classification of the portion of the plurality of distribution line segments indicates a DER is

coupled to one of the distribution lines segments of the portion, and opens the switching device

between the distribution line segment coupled to the DER and the remaining distribution line

segments of the portion of the plurality of distribution line segments.

[0099] Another exemplary embodiment is a method for detecting and isolating a fault

condition in a microgrid comprising operating a plurality of switching devices coupled between a

plurality of line segments with a network controller; receiving measurements from the plurality

of switching devices with the network controller; determining a fault is occurring within the

microgrid using the measurements with the network controller; assigning a topology

classification to each of the plurality of line segments based on whether a load or a distributed

energy resource (DER) is coupled to the line segment; assigning a proximity classification to

each of the plurality of line segments based on whether a fault current may flow through the line

segment in one direction or two directions; determining the location of the fault condition using

the topology classifications and the proximity classifications of the plurality of line segments;

and isolating the location of the fault in response to determining the location of the fault

condition with a portion of the plurality of switching devices.

[00100] In certain forms of the foregoing method, determining the location of the fault

condition includes identifying each line segment with a two direction current proximate



classification; determining whether current is entering the line segment in two directions; and

identifying the location of the fault condition in response to determining current is entering the

line segment in two directions. In certain forms, determining the location of the fault condition

includes identifying each line segment with a one direction current proximate classification, a

DER topology classification, coupled to only one of the plurality of switching devices;

determining whether current is entering the line segment; and identifying the location of the fault

condition in response to determining current is entering the line segment. In certain forms,

determining the location of the fault condition includes identifying each line segment with a one

direction current proximate classification and coupled to at least two of the plurality of switching

devices, and determining whether one of the line segments has a DER topology classification;

and isolating the location of the fault includes opening the switching device coupled to the DER

topology classification through which current is flowing into the segment. In certain forms,

determining the location of the fault condition includes identifying each group of two line

segments with a one direction current proximate classifications, coupled to at least two of the

plurality of switching devices, and including one line segment with a DER topology

classification; and wherein isolating the location of the fault includes opening the switching

device coupled between the line segment with the DER topology classification and the other line

segment.

[00101] A further exemplary embodiment is a network controller comprising an

input/output device structured to communicate with a plurality of switching devices of a

microgrid including a distribution line divided into a plurality of line segments by the plurality of

switching devices operatively coupled to the distribution line; a microprocessor-based processing

device; and a non-transitory memory device structured to store data received with the

input/output device and instructions configured to perform the following functions when

executed by the processing device: receive measurements from the plurality of switching

devices, determine a fault is occurring within the microgrid using the measurements, assign a

topology classification to each of the plurality of line segments based on whether a load or a

distributed energy resource (DER) is coupled to the line segment, assign a proximity

classification to each of the plurality of line segments based on whether a fault current may flow

through the line segment in one direction or two directions, determine the location of a fault

condition using the topology classifications and the topology classifications of the plurality of



line segments, and isolate the location of the fault in response to determining the location of the

fault condition by transmitting an open command to a portion of the plurality of switching

devices.

[00102] In certain forms of the foregoing network controller, the proximity classification

indicates whether each line segment may receive fault current from one direction or two

direction, and wherein the topology classification indicates whether each line segment is coupled

to a DER, a load, a transformer, or is coupled to a switching device directly connected to a utility

grid. In certain forms, the distribution line includes an end line segment coupled to only one

other line segment, and wherein the network controller determines the location of the fault by

determining the topology classification indicates the end line segment includes a DER and

determining current is entering the end line segment. In certain forms, determining the location

of a fault condition includes identifying each line segment with a one direction current proximate

classification and coupled to at least two of the plurality of switching devices; and determining

whether one of the line segments has a DER topology classification, and wherein isolating the

location of the fault includes opening the switching device coupled to the line segment with the

DER topology classification through which current is flowing into the segment.

[00103] A further exemplary embodiments shall now be provided. One embodiment is a

nested microgrid system comprising a first microgrid including a network controller, a first

portion of a distribution line, and a second portion of a distribution line including a first

distributed energy resource (DER); a second microgrid including a second DER; a third

microgrid including a third DER; a first restoration path selectively coupled between the second

portion of the distribution line and the second microgrid; and a second restoration path

selectively coupled between the second portion of the distribution line and the third microgrid,

wherein the network controller is configured to receive measurements corresponding to electrical

characteristics of the first microgrid, determine a fault condition is occurring in the first portion

of the microgrid using the received measurements, isolate the first portion of the distribution line

from the second portion of the distribution line, determine a total load power demand of the

second portion of the distribution line, determine a first excess power capacity of the second

microgrid, determine a second excess power capacity for the third microgrid, determine the first

excess power capacity is greater than the total load power demand, determine the second excess

power capacity is greater than the total load power demand, calculate a first weighting factor of



the first restoration path, calculate a second weighting factor of the second restoration path,

select the first restoration path using the first weighting factor and the second weighting factor,

and couple the second portion of the distribution line to the second microgrid using the first

restoration path.

[00104] In certain forms of the foregoing system, the total load power demand is equal to

the aggregate demand of a plurality of loads coupled to the second portion of the distribution line

minus the total power generation of the first DER. In certain forms, the first restoration path

comprises a second distribution line and a switching device, and wherein the network controller

is configure to couple the second portion of the distribution line to the second microgrid by

transmitting an close command to the switching device. In certain forms, the first weighting

factor includes a first value corresponding to the impedance of the first restoration path and a

second value corresponding to the output voltage of the second microgrid. In certain forms, the

first weighting factor contains the first value divided by the second value. In certain forms, the

network controller selects the first restoration path by comparing the first weighting factor to the

second weighting factor using Dijkstra's algorithm. In certain forms, the network controller is

further configured to determine the first excess power capacity is less than the total load power

demand, determine the second excess power capacity is less than the total load power demand,

identify a critical load coupled to the second portion of the distribution line, identify a non-

critical load coupled to the second portion of the distribution line, determine a critical load power

demand, determine the first excess power capacity is greater than the critical load power demand,

determine the second excess power capacity is greater than the total load power demand, and

couple the critical load, but not the noncritical load, to the second microgrid using the selected

first restoration path. In certain forms, the second microgrid includes a second network controller

and the third microgrid include a third network controller. In certain forms, the first network

controller is further configured to determine the first excess power capacity is less than the total

load power demand, determine the second excess power capacity is less than the total load power

demand, identify a second critical load coupled to the second microgrid, identify a second non-

critical load coupled to the second microgrid, determine a third excess power capacity for the

second microgrid, determine third excess power capacity is greater than the critical load power

demand, and couple the critical load of the first microgrid, but not the noncritical load of the first

microgrid, to the second microgrid using the selected first restoration path; and the second



network controller is configured to shed the second noncritical load before the first network

controller couples the first microgrid to the second microgrid in response to a request from the

first network controller.

[00105] A further exemplary embodiment is a method for operating a power system

including a plurality of microgrids and a plurality of network controllers, each microgrid

including a network controller, the method comprising operating a first microgrid of the plurality

of microgrids including a first critical load and a first non-critical load with a first network

controller of the plurality of network controllers; operating a second microgrid of the plurality of

microgrids including a second critical load and a second non-critical load with a second network

controller of the plurality of network controllers; operating a third microgrid of the plurality of

microgrids with a third network controller of the plurality of network controllers; islanding a

portion of the first microgrid with the first network controller; determining a first critical load

power demand of the portion of the first microgrid with the first network controller; determining

a first excess capacity of the second microgrid with the second network controller; determining a

second excess capacity of the third microgrid with the third network controller; determining the

first excess capacity and the second excess capacity each cannot support the first critical load

demand with the first network controller; determining a second critical load power demand of the

second microgrid with the second network controller and a third critical load power demand of

the third microgrid with the third network controller; calculating a third excess capacity using the

second critical load power demand and a fourth excess capacity using the third critical load

power demand; determining the third excess capacity and the fourth excess capacity each can

support the first critical load demand; measuring a first set of electrical characteristics of a first

restoration path coupled between the first microgrid and the second microgrid; measuring a

second set electrical characteristics of a second restoration path coupled between the first

microgrid and the third microgrid; calculating a first weighting factor using the first set of

electrical characteristics and a second weighting factor using the second set of electrical

characteristics with the first network controller; selecting the first restoration path using the first

weighting factor and the second weighting factor with the first network controller; shedding the

first non-critical load with the first network controller; shedding the second non-critical load with

the second network controller; and restoring the islanded portion of the first microgrid using the

first restoration path and the second microgrid.



[00106] In certain forms of the foregoing method, determining the first excess capacity

and the second excess capacity each cannot support the first critical load demand includes

determining whether a bus voltage and line currents of the islanded portion of the first microgrid

are within threshold values. In certain forms, the first set of electrical characteristics includes the

impedance of the first restoration path and an input voltage of the first restoration path, and

wherein the second set of electrical characteristics includes the impedance of the second

restoration path and an input voltage of the second restoration path. In certain forms, calculating

a first weighting factor includes dividing the impedance of the first set by the output voltage of

the first set and selecting the first restoration path includes determining the first weighting factor

is less than the second weighting factor. In certain forms, each microgrid of the plurality of

microgrids includes at least one load and one distributed energy resource coupled to a

distribution line.

[00107] A further exemplary embodiment is a network controller for operating a first

microgrid in a nested microgrid arrangement including a second microgrid, a third microgrid, a

first restoration path, and a second restoration path, the network controller comprising an

input/output device structured to receive measurements from a plurality of measuring devices

and transmitting commands to a plurality of switching devices; a microprocessor-based

processing device; and a non-transitory memory device structured to store data received with the

input/output device and instructions configured to perform the following functions when

executed by the processing device: isolate a first portion of the first microgrid from a second

portion of the first microgrid, determine a total load power demand of the second portion of the

first microgrid, determine a first excess power capacity of the second microgrid and a second

excess power capacity for the third microgrid, determine the first excess power capacity and the

second excess power capacity are greater than the total load power demand, calculate a first

weighting factor of a first restoration path and a second weighting factor of a second restoration

path, select the first restoration path using the first weighting factor and the second restoration

path, and couple the second portion of the first microgrid to the second microgrid using the first

restoration path.

[00108] In certain forms of the foregoing network controller, the first restoration path

includes a switching device, and wherein the first weighting factor is calculated by dividing the

impedance of the first restoration path by the input voltage of the restoration path. In certain



forms, selecting the first restoration path includes comparing the first weighing factor and second

weighing factor using graph theory. In certain forms, the network controller is further configured

to determine the first excess power capacity is less than the total load power demand, determine

the second excess power capacity is less than the total load power demand, identify a critical

load coupled to the second portion of the first microgrid, identify a non-critical load coupled to

the second portion of the first microgrid, determine a critical load power demand, determine the

first excess power capacity is greater than the critical load power demand, determine the second

excess power capacity is greater than the total load power demand, and couple the critical load,

but not the noncritical load, to the second microgrid using the selected first restoration path. In

certain forms, the first network controller is further configured to determine the first excess

power capacity is less than the total load power demand, determine the second excess power

capacity is less than the total load power demand, identify a second critical load coupled to the

second microgrid, identify a second non-critical load coupled to the second microgrid, determine

a third excess power capacity for the second microgrid, determine third excess power capacity is

greater than the critical load power demand, and couple the critical load of the first microgrid,

but not the noncritical load of the first microgrid, to the second microgrid using the selected first

restoration path; and the second network controller is configured to shed the second noncritical

load before the first network controller couples the first microgrid to the second microgrid in

response to a request from the first network controller. In certain forms, each load is categorized

as critical or non-critical based on user input.

[00109] It is contemplated that the various aspects, features, processes, and operations

from the various embodiments may be used in any of the other embodiments unless expressly

stated to the contrary. Certain operations illustrated may be implemented by a computer or an

embedded system executing a computer program product on a non-transient computer readable

storage medium, where the computer program product includes instructions causing the

computer to execute one or more of the operations, or to issue commands to other devices to

execute one or more operations.

[00110] While the present disclosure has been illustrated and described in detail in the

drawings and foregoing description, the same is to be considered as illustrative and not

restrictive in character, it being understood that only certain exemplary embodiments have been

shown and described and that all changes and modifications that come within the spirit of the



present disclosure are desired to be protected. It should be understood that while the use of

words such as preferable, preferably, preferred or more preferred utilized in the description

above indicate that the feature so described may be more desirable, it nonetheless may not be

necessary and embodiments lacking the same may be contemplated as within the scope of the

present disclosure, the scope being defined by the claims that follow. In reading the claims, it is

intended that when words such as "a," "an," "at least one," or "at least one portion" are used

there is no intention to limit the claim to only one item unless specifically stated to the contrary

in the claim. The term "of may connote an association with or a connection to another item as

well as a belonging to or a connection with the other item as informed by the context in which it

is used. The terms "coupled to," "coupled with" and the like include indirect connection and

coupling and further include but do not require a direct coupling or connection unless expressly

indicated to the contrary. When the language "at least a portion" and/or "a portion" is used the

item can include a portion and/or the entire item unless specifically stated to the contrary.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A microgrid comprising:

a plurality of switching devices;

a plurality of distribution line segments, each distribution line segment coupled to at least

one switching device of the plurality of switching devices;

a plurality of measuring devices, each measuring device corresponding to one of the

plurality of switching devices;

at least one distributed energy resource (DER) coupled to one of the plurality of

distribution line segments; and

a network controller configured to:

receive measurements from the plurality of measurement devices,

determine a fault is occurring within the microgrid using the measurements,

assign a topology classification to each of the plurality of distribution line

segments based on whether a load or a DER is coupled to the distribution line segment

following the determining a fault is occurring,

assign a proximity classification to each of the plurality of distribution line

segments based on whether a fault current may flow through the distribution line segment

in one direction or two directions following the determining a fault is occurring,

determine fault location using the topology classification and the proximity

classification, and

isolate the fault by transmitting open commands at least one of the plurality of

switching devices closest to the fault.

2 . The microgrid of claim 1 wherein each of the plurality of measuring devices comprises a

directional fault indicator.

3 . The microgrid of claim 1 wherein each of the plurality of measuring devices is

incorporated into a corresponding switch of the plurality of switching devices.



4 . The microgrid of claim 1 wherein the network controller is configured to receive

measurements including an open/close switch status for each of the plurality of switching

devices.

5 . The microgrid of claim 1 wherein the network controller is configured to assign a

topological classification by determining an operational status of each DER coupled to the

distribution line.

6 . The microgrid of claim 1 wherein the network controller is configured to classify each of

the plurality of distribution line segments based on whether a load or a DER is coupled to the

distribution line segment includes classifying a line segment as having neither a coupled load nor

a coupled DER.

7 . The microgrid of claim 1 wherein the network controller determines the location of the

fault within a line segment with a proximity classification indicating fault current may flow into

the line segment from two directions by determining fault current is flowing into the line

segment in two directions.

8 . The microgrid of claim 1 wherein the network controller assigns a topological

classification to one distribution line segment of the plurality of distribution line segments

indicating a DER is coupled to the distribution line segment and the distribution line segment is

only coupled to one distribution line segment by way of one switching device of the plurality of

switching devices, and wherein the network controller isolates the fault by opening the one

switching device in response to determining current is flowing into the one line segment of the

plurality of line segments.

9 . The microgrid of claim 1 wherein the network controller determines the proximity

classifications of a portion of the plurality of distribution line segments indicate fault current may

flow through the portion of the plurality of distribution line segments in one direction,

determines one topology classification of the portion of the plurality of distribution line segments

indicates a DER is coupled to one of the distribution lines segments of the portion, and opens the



switching device between the distribution line segment coupled to the DER and the remaining

distribution line segments of the portion of the plurality of distribution line segments.

10. The microgrid of claim 9 wherein the network controller is configured to receive

measurements from a portion of the plurality of switching devices corresponding to a power

output of the DER coupled to the one of the distribution lines segments of the portion, and close

the switching device between the distribution line segment coupled to the DER and the

remaining distribution line segments of the portion of the plurality of distribution line segments

in response to determining a voltage or power frequency of the power output of the DER is not

collapsing.

11. The microgrid of claim 1 wherein the network controller determines the proximity

classifications of a portion of the plurality of distribution line segments indicates fault current

may flow through the portion of plurality of distribution line segments in one direction,

determines one topology classification of the portion of the plurality of distribution line segments

indicates a DER is coupled to one of the distribution lines segments of the portion, and opens the

switching device between the distribution line segment coupled to the DER and the remaining

distribution line segments of the portion of the plurality of distribution line segments.

12. A method for detecting and isolating a fault condition in a microgrid comprising:

operating a plurality of switching devices coupled between a plurality of line segments

with a network controller;

receiving measurements from the plurality of switching devices with the network

controller;

determining a fault is occurring within the microgrid using the measurements with the

network controller;

assigning a topology classification to each of the plurality of line segments based on

whether a load or a distributed energy resource (DER) is coupled to the line segment;

assigning a proximity classification to each of the plurality of line segments based on

whether a fault current may flow through the line segment in one direction or two

directions;



determining the location of the fault condition using the topology classifications and the

proximity classifications of the plurality of line segments; and

isolating the location of the fault in response to determining the location of the fault

condition with a portion of the plurality of switching devices.

13. The method of claim 12 wherein determining the location of the fault condition includes:

identifying each line segment with a two direction current proximate classification;

determining whether current is entering the line segment in two directions; and

identifying the location of the fault condition in response to determining current is

entering the line segment in two directions.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein determining the location of the fault condition includes:

identifying each line segment with a one direction current proximate classification, a

DER topology classification, coupled to only one of the plurality of switching devices;

determining whether current is entering the line segment; and

identifying the location of the fault condition in response to determining current is

entering the line segment.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein determining the location of the fault condition includes:

identifying each line segment with a one direction current proximate classification and

coupled to at least two of the plurality of switching devices, and determining whether one of the

line segments has a DER topology classification; and

wherein isolating the location of the fault includes opening the switching device coupled

to the DER topology classification through which current is flowing into the segment.

16. The method of claim 15 wherein determining the location of the fault condition includes

identifying each group of two line segments with a one direction current proximate

classifications, coupled to at least two of the plurality of switching devices, and including

one line segment with a DER topology classification; and

wherein isolating the location of the fault includes opening the switching device coupled

between the line segment with the DER topology classification and the other line segment.



17. A network controller comprising:

an input/output device structured to communicate with a plurality of switching devices of

a microgrid including a distribution line divided into a plurality of line segments by the plurality

of switching devices operatively coupled to the distribution line;

a microprocessor-based processing device; and

a non-transitory memory device structured to store data received with the input/output

device and instructions configured to perform the following functions when executed by the

processing device:

receive measurements from the plurality of switching devices,

determine a fault is occurring within the microgrid using the measurements,

assign a topology classification to each of the plurality of line segments based on

whether a load or a distributed energy resource (DER) is coupled to the line segment,

assign a proximity classification to each of the plurality of line segments based on

whether a fault current may flow through the line segment in one direction or two

directions,

determine the location of a fault condition using the topology classifications and

the topology classifications of the plurality of line segments, and

isolate the location of the fault in response to determining the location of the fault

condition by transmitting an open command to a portion of the plurality of switching

devices.

18. The network controller of claim 17 wherein the proximity classification indicates whether

each line segment may receive fault current from one direction or two direction, and wherein the

topology classification indicates whether each line segment is coupled to a DER, a load, a

transformer, or is coupled to a switching device directly connected to a utility grid.

19. The network controller of claim 18 wherein the distribution line includes an end line

segment coupled to only one other line segment, and wherein the network controller determines

the location of the fault by determining the topology classification indicates the end line segment

includes a DER and determining current is entering the end line segment.



20. The network controller of claim 19 wherein determining the location of a fault condition

includes identifying each line segment with a one direction current proximate classification and

coupled to at least two of the plurality of switching devices; and determining whether one of the

line segments has a DER topology classification, and wherein isolating the location of the fault

includes opening the switching device coupled to the line segment with the DER topology

classification through which current is flowing into the segment.

2 1. A nested microgrid system comprising:

a first microgrid including a network controller, a first portion of a distribution line, and a

second portion of a distribution line including a first distributed energy resource (DER);

a second microgrid including a second DER;

a third microgrid including a third DER;

a first restoration path selectively coupled between the second portion of the distribution

line and the second microgrid; and

a second restoration path selectively coupled between the second portion of the

distribution line and the third microgrid,

wherein the network controller is configured to receive measurements corresponding to

electrical characteristics of the first microgrid, determine a fault condition is occurring in the first

portion of the microgrid using the received measurements, isolate the first portion of the

distribution line from the second portion of the distribution line, determine a total load power

demand of the second portion of the distribution line, determine a first excess power capacity of

the second microgrid, determine a second excess power capacity for the third microgrid,

determine the first excess power capacity is greater than the total load power demand, determine

the second excess power capacity is greater than the total load power demand, calculate a first

weighting factor of the first restoration path, calculate a second weighting factor of the second

restoration path, select the first restoration path using the first weighting factor and the second

weighting factor, and couple the second portion of the distribution line to the second microgrid

using the first restoration path.



22. The system of claim 2 1 wherein the total load power demand is equal to the aggregate

demand of a plurality of loads coupled to the second portion of the distribution line minus the

total power generation of the first DER.

23. The system of claim 2 1 wherein the first restoration path comprises a second distribution

line and a switching device, and wherein the network controller is configured to couple the

second portion of the distribution line to the second microgrid by transmitting an close command

to the switching device.

24. The system of claim 2 1 wherein the first weighting factor includes a first value

corresponding to the impedance of the first restoration path and a second value corresponding to

the output voltage of the second microgrid.

25. The system of claim 24 wherein the first weighting factor contains the first value divided

by the second value.

26. The system of claim 24 wherein the network controller selects the first restoration path by

comparing the first weighting factor to the second weighting factor using Dijkstra's algorithm.

27. The system of claim 2 1 wherein the network controller is further configured to determine

the first excess power capacity is less than the total load power demand, determine the second

excess power capacity is less than the total load power demand, identify a critical load coupled to

the second portion of the distribution line, identify a non-critical load coupled to the second

portion of the distribution line, determine a critical load power demand, determine the first

excess power capacity is greater than the critical load power demand, determine the second

excess power capacity is greater than the total load power demand, and couple the critical load,

but not the noncritical load, to the second microgrid using the selected first restoration path.

28. The system of claim 27 wherein the second microgrid includes a second network

controller and the third microgrid include a third network controller.



29. The system of claim 28 wherein the first network controller is further configured to

determine the first excess power capacity is less than the total load power demand, determine the

second excess power capacity is less than the total load power demand, identify a second critical

load coupled to the second microgrid, identify a second non-critical load coupled to the second

microgrid, determine a third excess power capacity for the second microgrid, determine third

excess power capacity is greater than the critical load power demand, and couple the critical load

of the first microgrid, but not the noncritical load of the first microgrid, to the second microgrid

using the selected first restoration path; and

wherein the second network controller is configured to shed the second noncritical load

before the first network controller couples the first microgrid to the second microgrid in response

to a request from the first network controller.

30. A method for operating a power system including a plurality of microgrids and a plurality

of network controllers, each microgrid including a network controller, the method comprising:

operating a first microgrid of the plurality of microgrids including a first critical load and

a first non-critical load with a first network controller of the plurality of network controllers;

operating a second microgrid of the plurality of microgrids including a second critical

load and a second non-critical load with a second network controller of the plurality of network

controllers;

operating a third microgrid of the plurality of microgrids with a third network controller

of the plurality of network controllers;

islanding a portion of the first microgrid with the first network controller;

determining a first critical load power demand of the portion of the first microgrid with

the first network controller;

determining a first excess capacity of the second microgrid with the second network

controller;

determining a second excess capacity of the third microgrid with the third network

controller;

determining the first excess capacity and the second excess capacity each cannot support

the first critical load demand with the first network controller;



determining a second critical load power demand of the second microgrid with the

second network controller and a third critical load power demand of the third microgrid with the

third network controller;

calculating a third excess capacity using the second critical load power demand and a

fourth excess capacity using the third critical load power demand;

determining the third excess capacity and the fourth excess capacity each can support the

first critical load demand;

measuring a first set of electrical characteristics of a first restoration path coupled

between the first microgrid and the second microgrid;

measuring a second set electrical characteristics of a second restoration path coupled

between the first microgrid and the third microgrid;

calculating a first weighting factor using the first set of electrical characteristics and a

second weighting factor using the second set of electrical characteristics with the first network

controller;

selecting the first restoration path using the first weighting factor and the second

weighting factor with the first network controller;

shedding the first non-critical load with the first network controller;

shedding the second non-critical load with the second network controller; and

restoring the islanded portion of the first microgrid using the first restoration path and the

second microgrid.

31. The method of claim 30 wherein determining the first excess capacity and the second

excess capacity each cannot support the first critical load demand includes determining whether

a bus voltage and line currents of the islanded portion of the first microgrid are within threshold

values.

32. The method of claim 30 wherein the first set of electrical characteristics includes the

impedance of the first restoration path and an input voltage of the first restoration path, and

wherein the second set of electrical characteristics includes the impedance of the second

restoration path and an input voltage of the second restoration path.



33. The method of claim 32 wherein calculating a first weighting factor includes dividing the

impedance of the first set by the output voltage of the first set and selecting the first restoration

path includes determining the first weighting factor is less than the second weighting factor.

34. The method of claim 30 wherein each microgrid of the plurality of microgrids includes at

least one load and one distributed energy resource coupled to a distribution line.

35. A network controller for operating a first microgrid in a nested microgrid arrangement

including a second microgrid, a third microgrid, a first restoration path, and a second restoration

path, the network controller comprising:

an input/output device structured to receive measurements from a plurality of measuring

devices and transmitting commands to a plurality of switching devices;

a microprocessor-based processing device; and

a non-transitory memory device structured to store data received with the input/output

device and instructions configured to perform the following functions when executed by the

processing device:

isolate a first portion of the first microgrid from a second portion of the first

microgrid,

determine a total load power demand of the second portion of the first microgrid,

determine a first excess power capacity of the second microgrid and a second

excess power capacity for the third microgrid,

determine the first excess power capacity and the second excess power capacity

are greater than the total load power demand,

calculate a first weighting factor of a first restoration path and a second weighting

factor of a second restoration path,

select the first restoration path using the first weighting factor and the second

restoration path, and

couple the second portion of the first microgrid to the second microgrid using the

first restoration path.



36. The network controller of claim 35 wherein the first restoration path includes a switching

device, and wherein the first weighting factor is calculated by dividing the impedance of the first

restoration path by the input voltage of the restoration path.

37. The network controller of claim 35 wherein selecting the first restoration path includes

comparing the first weighing factor and second weighing factor using graph theory.

38. The system of claim 35 wherein the network controller is further configured to determine

the first excess power capacity is less than the total load power demand, determine the second

excess power capacity is less than the total load power demand, identify a critical load coupled to

the second portion of the first microgrid, identify a non-critical load coupled to the second

portion of the first microgrid, determine a critical load power demand, determine the first excess

power capacity is greater than the critical load power demand, determine the second excess

power capacity is greater than the total load power demand, and couple the critical load, but not

the noncritical load, to the second microgrid using the selected first restoration path.

39. The system of claim 35 wherein the first network controller is further configured to

determine the first excess power capacity is less than the total load power demand, determine the

second excess power capacity is less than the total load power demand, identify a second critical

load coupled to the second microgrid, identify a second non-critical load coupled to the second

microgrid, determine a third excess power capacity for the second microgrid, determine third

excess power capacity is greater than the critical load power demand, and couple the critical load

of the first microgrid, but not the noncritical load of the first microgrid, to the second microgrid

using the selected first restoration path; and

wherein the second network controller is configured to shed the second noncritical load

before the first network controller couples the first microgrid to the second microgrid in response

to a request from the first network controller.

40. The network controller of claim 35 wherein each load is categorized as critical or non-

critical based on user input.
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This international search report consists of a total o f s e s

I It is also accompanied by a copy o f each prior art document cited in this report.

. Basis of the report

a . With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of:

IXI the international application in the language in which it was filed.

□ a translation of the international application into which is the language of
a translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules 12.3(a) and 23. 1(b)).

1 I This international search report has been established taking into account the rectification of a n obvious mistake
authorized by or notified to this Authority under Rule 9 1 (Rule 43.66/j(a)).

With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, see Box No. I.

Certain claims were found unsearchable (see Box No. II).

X I Unity of invention is lacking (see Box No. III).

4 . With regard to the title,

X the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

□ the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows:

With regard to the abstract,

IXI the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

□ the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2, by this Authority as it appears in Box No. IV. The applicant
may, within one month from the date of mailing of this international search report, submit comments to this Authority.

With regard to the drawings,

a . the figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. 1

as suggested by the applicant.

as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.

as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the invention.

none of the figures is to be published with the abstract.
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Box No. II Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons:

1. Claims Nos.:
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

□ Claims Nos.:
because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an
extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

□ Claims Nos.:
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. Ill Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:
This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1 . In order for all inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be paid.

Group I: claims 1-20: drawn to a microgrid and method and system for detecting a fault on it.

Group II: claims 21-40: drawn to a nested microgrid system and method of operating it.

-See Extra Sheet-

□ As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable
claims.

As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment o f
additional fees.

□ As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report is
restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:
1-20

Remark on Protest The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the
payment of a protest fee.

I I The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest
fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.

No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.
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CPC - H02J 3/06; H02J 3/40; H02J 3/42; H02J 3/46; H02J 5/00; G05B 19/042; G05B 19/0421

According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC

FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)

See Search History Document

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

See Search History Document

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name of data base and, where practicable, search terms used)

See Search History Document

C . DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED T O B E RELEVANT

Category* Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate, o f the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.

US 2016/0190790 A 1 (ABB RESEARCH LTD) 30 June 2016 (30.06.2016), entire document, 1-20
especially; para [0008], [0046]-[0048], [0050], [0052]

US 2010/0287419 A 1 (SAIKKONEN et al.) 11 November 2010 ( 1 1. 1 1.2010), entire document, 1-20
especially; para [0008], [0018], [0022], [0025], [0026], [0028], [0034]

US 2016/0224045 A 1 (OPUS ONE SOLUTIONS ENERGY CORP) 04 August 2016 1-20
(04.08.2016), entire document

US 2008/0077336 A 1 (FERNANDES) 27 March 2008 (27.03.2008), entire document 1-20

US 2013/0073100 A 1 (SEELEY) 2 1 March 2013 (21 .03.2013), entire document 1-20

I Further documents are listed in the continuation of Box C . | | See patent family annex.

Special categories of cited documents: "T" later document published after the international filing date or priority
A" document defining the general state of the art which is not considered date and not in conflict with the application but cited to understand

to be of particular relevance the principle or theory underlying the invention

E" earlier application or patent but published on or after the international "X" document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be
filing date considered novel or cannot be considered to involve an inventive

L" document which may throw doubts nn priority claim(s) o which is step when the document is taken alone
cited to establish the publication date of another citation or other
special reason (as specified) "Y" document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be

considered to involve an inventive step when the document is
O" document referring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or other combined with one or more other such documents, such combination

means being obvious to a person skilled in the art
P" document published prior to the international filing date but later than "&" document member of the same patent family

the priority date claimed

Date of the actual completion of the international search Date of mailing o f the international search report

06 September 2018 2 0 SEP 2018

Name and mailing address of the ISA/US Authorized officer:

Mail Stop PCT, Attn: ISA/US, Commissioner for Patents Lee W . Young
P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

Facsimile No. 571-273-8300
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-Continuation of Box No. Ill Observations where unity of invention is lacking-

The inventions listed as Groups I and II do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT
Rule 13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons:

Special technical features:
Group requires a topology classification and proximity classification and isolating a fault by transmitting open commands to at least one
switching device, not found in the other groups.

Group II requires second and third microgrids, not found in the other groups.

Shared Features:
The only technical features shared by Groups I and II that would otherwise unify the groups are a microgrid including at least one
distributed energy resource (DER), a network controller for determining the location of a fault, and switching devices.

However, these shared technical features do not represent a contribution over prior art, because the shared technical features are
disclosed by US 2016/0197 76 A 1 to Edge Electrons Limited (hereinafter 'Edge') 07 July 2016 (07.07.2016), which discloses a microgrid
(para [0079] -Through the bi-directional digital communication network, the SCADA control can command and isolate a local EPU power
island to operate as a microgrid. In that local power area, because of the regulated and controlled power quality tolerances on the LV
distribution network, the LV distribution network or microgrid can operate and generate high quality power as EPU's installed across the
LV distribution network process and distribute any excess power across the sections of the LV distribution network.) including at least
one distributed energy resource (DER) (Edge claim 1 -An electrical power distribution system with distributed energy generation (DEG),
comprising: an electrical power distribution network); a network controller for determining the location of a fault (para [0057] -With
reduced central generator utilities spinning reserves, and more volatile energy being delivered to the LV distribution networks by the
wide array and increasing numbers of privately owned and operated domestic and commercial DEG devices, the increasing chances of
network voltage and Frequency tripping, and also the potential of major outages as HV grid faults cannot be rapidly compensated for
with insufficient spinning reserves.); and switching devices (para [0087] -With the input of the EPU still connected to the LV distribution
network conductors, the power semiconductor switching devices and other components in the power electronics only have to process
the differential power required to change the AC voltage at the secondary of the low frequency mains transformer.).

As the shared technical features were known in the art at the time of the invention, they cannot be considered special technical features
that would otherwise unify the groups.

Groups I and II therefore lack unity under PCT Rule 13.
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